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Abstract

In this study, the accuracies of the homogeneous equilibrium (HEM) and homogeneous relaxation models (HRM)
were compared. Both models were implemented in the ejectorPL computational tool. The HEM and HRM were
used to simulate the carbon dioxide flow in ejectors that were designed for supermarket refrigeration systems. The
model accuracy was evaluated by comparing the computational results with the experimental data. The discrep-
ancy between the measured and computed motive nozzle mass flow rates was analysed. In addition, the difference
between the experimental and computational mass entrainment ratios was calculated. The operating regimes in
this study ranged from 47 bar to 94 bar and from 6◦C to 36◦C for the pressure and temperature, respectively. The
model accuracy strongly depends on the distance between the operating regime and the critical point of the re-
frigerant. The discrepancy for the selected operating regimes ranged from 0.3% to 43.3% and 0.7% to 42.0% for
HEM and HRM, respectively. For lower pressures and temperatures, the HRM has higher accuracy than the HEM.
The errors of the HRM results were approx. 5% lower than those of the HEM results. The accuracy improvement of
the HRM was considered unsatisfactory. The low accuracy improvements were possibly caused by the relaxation
time formulation in the homogeneous relaxation model.
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Nomenclature

cp specific heat, kJ·kg−1 K−1

H total enthalpy, kJ·kg−1

h specific enthalpy, kJ·kg−1

k effective thermal conductivity, W m−1K−1

p pressure, Pa

ṁ mass flow rate, kg·s−1

s specific entropy, kJ·kg−1 K−1

T temperature, K

U velocity vector, m·s−1

t time, s

x actual vapour quality, −

Greek Symbols

α volume fraction of vapour, -

χ mass entrainment ratio, -

δ relative difference, %

η overall ejector efficiency, %

µ dynamic viscosity, Pa·s
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φ dimensionless pressure difference, -

ρ density, kg·m−3

τ stress tensor, N·m−2

θ relaxation time, s

Subscripts

c critical parameter

C F D computed value

D I F diffuser

eq equilibrium

E X P measured value

i number

i n inlet

l liquid phase

ml metastable liquid

mn motive nozzle

out outlet

s saturation

sn suction nozzle

sv saturated vapour

v vapour phase

1. Introduction

Throttling losses significantly affect the performance of refrigeration systems. That relation is so strong that
throttling is called the internal haemorrhage of the refrigeration process in the literature [1]. Throttling losses are
relatively high in refrigeration systems that operate in high-pressure conditions. CO2 (R744)-based refrigeration
units are good examples of such systems. Because of the relatively low critical temperature of carbon dioxide, R744
units often operate in the transcritical mode. Consequently, these systems have lower coefficients of performance
(COP) than the HFC or CFC systems, particularly for high ambient temperatures. To overcome that drawback, two-
phase ejectors were introduced and applied to the expansion work recovery. Therefore, the throttling losses are
reduced, and the COP of the system is improved. The authors such as [2] compared traditional AC carbon dioxide
transcritical system with the system equipped with ejector. The published results showed that the application
of the ejector in that system improved its COP by more than 16%. The similar improvements were reported by
[3]. In that work, the prototype ejector was implemented into the refrigeration system. The authors of that papers
proved that the expansion work was recovered up to 14.5%. In consequence, the COP of that system was improved
by 18%. The recent review papers also showed that the ejector application in transcritical CO2 systems is the most
effective way to improve the COP of such system in warm climates, see [4, 5, 6]. The most recent development
of the CO2 ejector systems were also experimentally investigated by [7] or [8]. Liu et al. (2016) [8] experimentally
investigated the controllable ejector for various systems loads. The results of that investigation showed that there
are possibilities to control the system load of the refrigeration system. Alternative approach was tested by the
authors of [7]. In that paper the multiejector block was implemented in parallel compression system. The various
size ejectors were installed in the mentioned multiejector block. Consequently, the cooling capacity of the system
was controlled by the parallel work of the installed ejectors. Both mentioned authors reported the COP increase
for the considered operating regimes. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that both investigations were performed
for relatively high ambient temperatures.

The two-phase ejector design is relatively simple. This device is an assembly of four key parts: motive noz-
zle, suction nozzle, mixer and diffuser. Each part of the device is responsible for a slightly different process. The
shape of each part significantly affects the ejector performance. Hence, the analysis of the ejector shape and its
performance is an important topic in many scientific investigations. Recently, [9] experimentally mapped the effi-
ciency of the ejectors that were installed in the multi-ejector module. The authors of [10] numerically investigated
the performance of the ejectors installed in the mentioned module and compared it with the controllable ejector
performance introduced and investigated by [11, 12]. The ejector efficiency definitions were also used as the ob-
jective function for the ejector shape optimisation [13]. Moreover, considering the results presented in [14, 13],
the ejector shape is crucial for the device performance. Similar findings were reported for the ejectors for differ-
ent working fluids, e.g., [15]. For the experimental analysis of the ejectors, the device must be first manufactured,
and the mathematical modelling of the fluid seams is a good alternative in the case of the ejector prototyping
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and designing. Hence, various models were recently developed to simulate the refrigerant flow in the ejector.
Nevertheless, the accuracy of the considered mathematical model should be evaluated first to define the model
application range.

One of the first dimensionless models for the ejector was introduced by [16]. The author of that work used the
developed model to show the increase in COP of the refrigeration system after the ejector implementation. Then,
more complex 1-D ejector models were developed. [11] introduced this model to analyse the ejector performance.
The model concept was to apply different models for each ejector section. Hence, the group of submodels was
used to calculate values such as the mass entrainment ratio, pressure lift and ejector efficiency. In this approach,
the isentropic efficiency of the motive nozzle was initially assumed. The model results of the mentioned authors
were consistent with the experimental data. Nevertheless, the efficiencies of the ejector sections were assumed in
that model.

A more complex model was developed by [17]. Similar to [11], the sub-models were applied for various ejector
parts. However, the more sophisticated two-phase flow model was used. The author modelled the CO2 expan-
sion in the diverging part of the motive nozzle by applying the Delayed Equilibrium Model (DEM) [18], which was
enhanced with the Homogeneous Nucleation Theory (HNT) [19]. Moreover, [20, 9]used that approach for the ejec-
tor design. The mentioned one-dimensional models can be effectively used to predict the ejector performance.
However, because of its simplicity, the more complex CFD models should be used to investigate the flow field in
ejectors. The recent modelling approaches for CO2 ejectors were briefly described in [21].

[22] introduced the CFD model for the ejectors in combined cooling system. The authors of that model used
the commercial Ansys Fluent solver to simulate the refrigerant flow in the device. The discrepancies between
experimental and computed values for the area ratio in [22] were below 10%. In this approach, the turbulence was
modelled with the k - ε model, and NIST REFPROP [23] libraries were used to obtain the actual fluid properties.
However, that model was formulated for R141b.

The numerical model that was developed for CO2 flow in the ejectors was presented in [24]. Similar to the
previously mentioned approach, [24] uses the Ansys Fluent solver and REFPROP libraries. Moreover, the fast in-
house developed approximations of actual-fluid libraries were implemented in Ansys Fluent using the User De-
fined Functions (UDFs) capability. The Realisable k − ε [25] model was used for the turbulence. The [24] model
was validated for the single-phase R141b ejector and two-phase R744 (carbon dioxide) ejector. [26]also modelled
the carbon dioxide flow in the two-phase ejector. Unlike [24] and [22], the free OpenFOAM solver was used to sim-
ulate the fluid flow. Moreover, the authors of [26] reduced the computational domain to 2-D axisymmetric. The
actual fluid properties were obtained from the TEMO-Media library. Both, [24] and [26]used the homogeneous
equilibrium model (HEM) for the two-phase flow. The differences between the predicted and simulated motive
nozzle mass flow rates were less than ±10% in the presented models.Nevertheless, the range of motive nozzle
operating conditions was relatively narrow. The considered operating regimes were distributed near the carbon
dioxide critical point. [27] investigated the accuracy of the HEM approach for the two-phase CO2 ejectors. The
results of [27] showed the range of HEM applications.The significant lack of fidelity of this tow-phase flow model
was noted. According to the mentioned study, the accuracy of the HEM decreased with the decreasing pressure
and temperature, namely for the operating conditions far from the critical point. This rapid increase in difference
between experimental and computed values is caused by the metastable effects during the fluid expansion, which
are neglected in HEM. To include the metastable effects in the numerical model, the more complex two-phase
flow model must be implemented.

Alternatively to HEM, the homogeneous relaxation model (HRM) was applied for the CO2 flow simulations in
the ejectors. In this approach, the relaxation time is included to calculate the actual vapour quality [28]. Hence,
the metastable effects are considered in the model. The relaxation time for the HRM model was defined by [29].
The authors of [29] determined the relaxation time for CO2 and compared the obtained numerical results with
the experimental data of [30]. The relaxation time definition in [29] was successfully used by [31] for the two-
phase ejector analysis. The author of [31] used the CFD model that [32] introduced. [31] used the OpenFOAM
as the solver, and similarly to [22] and [24], [31] used the NIST REFPROP for the real fluid properties. In [31], the
measured and computed pressure recovery values were compared to assess the modelling accuracy. The nozzle
operating pressure was 95-105 bar. In addition, the analysis was performed for various mixing section lengths with
or without the internal heat exchanger (IHX). Unfortunately, the presented results showed significant discrepancy
between the model and the experiment. In some cases, the presented differences were above 20%. Moreover, the
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range of investigated operating conditions was too narrow to properly evaluate the HRM fidelity for the ejector
simulation for the refrigeration systems.

The HRM approach was also used for different applications where the CO2 two-phase flow occurs. [33] and
[34] simulated the leakage of CO2 from the pipelines in Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) systems. Both papers
provided notably detailed and valuable information about the model description and performance. However,
similarly to [31], [33] and [34] investigated a small number of operating conditions. Moreover, the feed pressure
was significantly higher than the CO2 critical point.

To properly assess the limitations and performance of the HRM for refrigeration systems, particularly super-
market refrigeration systems, a deeper analysis is needed. Hence, an analysis analogical to that introduced by
[27] is presented in this paper. The HRM formulation for CO2 expansion in supersonic nozzles was adapted from
[29]. Then, it was applied in the computational tool ejectorPL, which was previously used for the HEM accuracy
analysis. In this study, ejectorPL was applied to evaluate the HEM and HRM accuracy for the typical operating
regimes of supermarket CO2 The motive nozzle operating conditions for the accuracy assessment were 47 bar to
95 bar for the pressure and 6◦C to 35◦C for the temperature. The computational and experimental results, which
were obtained during the ejector test campaign at SINTEF Energy Research, Trondheim, Norway, were compared.
According to our best knowledge, such an extensive HRM analysis has not yet been published.

2. Model description

2.1. HEM model

As briefly mentioned in Section 1, HEM was successfully used to model the carbon dioxide expansion. In the
HEM approach, a set of governing equations must be solved. Hence, the mass momentum and energy conserva-
tion equations for the steady state have the following form:

∇· (ρU) = 0 (1)

∇· (ρUU) =−∇p +∇·τ (2)

∇· (ρU H) =∇· (k∇T +τ ·U) (3)

The mixture total enthalpy is defined as the sum of the specific enthalpy and kinetic energy of the fluid (Eq. 4).

H = h + U 2

2
(4)

Moreover, in HEM, the thermodynamic and mechanical equilibrium between both phases is assumed. In con-
sequence, all thermodynamic and transport properties of the fluid are functions of the pressure and the specific
enthalpy (Eq. 5). {

ρ,cp ,k,µ
}= f (p,h) (5)

As it can be seen, the time derivatives in Eqs. (1)-(3) were neglected. Therefore, all the computations were per-
formed for the steady state. Moreover, the heat transfer through the ejector walls was neglected in this study. It
is also worth mentioning that the shape of the considered ejectors was axisymmetric. Hence, the computational
domain was simplified to 2-D axisymmetric. Analogical assumptions were used in the previous papers of the
authors, e.g. [10, 27].

2.2. HRM model

In HRM, the mechanical equilibrium between liquid and vapour phases is assumed as in HEM. Moreover, the
non-equilibrium phase change is considered. The non-equilibrium phenomenon is accounted by the relaxation
time of the thermodynamic equilibrium. The actual vapour quality was defined by [28] as follows:

∂(ρUx)

∂z
= ρ x̄ −x

θ
(6)
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The relaxation time (θ) definition was formulated by [28] according to the Moby Dick experiments (Eq. (7)).

θ = θ0α
aφb (7)

The dimensionless pressure difference (φ) was originally defined by [28]. Then it was adapted for the supercritical
parameters by [29]. In consequence, the φ was defined as follows:

φ=
∣∣∣∣∣ psat (sM N ,i n ) −p

pc −psat (sM N ,i n )

∣∣∣∣∣ (8)

The α in Eq. (7) was defined similar to [32]:

α= ρsl −ρ
ρsl −ρsv

(9)

The coefficients and exponents θ0, a and b for CO2 were presented in [29]. These authors used the HRM to analyse
the carbon dioxide flow through the ejector nozzle. The nozzle geometry and experimental data in [29] were
obtained from the experimental CO2 supersonic nozzle in [30]. Finally, Eq. (7) with the coefficients and exponents
that [29] introduced can be rewritten as follows:

θ = 2.15×10−7α−0.54φ−1.76 (10)

Consequently, the mixture density and specific enthalpy must be computed again in the following equations:

1

ρ
= x

ρsv
+ 1−x

ρml (p,hml )
(11)

h = xhsv (p)+ (1−x)hml (12)

2.3. Computational procedure

The described two-phase models were implemented to the ejectorPL script. Initially, only the HEM formula-
tion was available with that script. Originilaly the mathematical model developed by [24] was implemented in
theejectorPL. That approach was used for the HEM accuracy analysis ([27]), shape optimisation of the supermar-
ket CO2 ejectors ([13]), analysis of the performance of the controllable ejectors ([10]), liquid ejectors analysis ([35]),
and analysis of the swirl motion ejectors ([36]). In each of mentioned case the HEM approach was used. The reali-
abity of the results was sufficient enough to use the numerical results for the ejectors prototyping, manufacturing
and finally installing them in the industrial supermarket refrigeration system [37]. The most important benefit of
the application ejectorPL for such analysis or model accuracy analysis was that the computational procedure was
exactly identical for all considered ejector designs or operating conditions. The ejectorPL script was described in
detail in ([27]).

The ejectorPL script is a combination of the pre-processor (Ansys ICEM CFD) and Ansys Flunet solver [38]. The
schema of the ejectorPL platform is presented in Fig. 1.The post-processing procedure was developed in-house.
The generated structural numerical grids consisted of approx. 10 000 hexahedron elements. The generated mesh
was refined in the region of high gradients, namely at the motive nozzle outlet and the premixing section of the
ejector. Similar numerical grids were used by the authors in various CO2 ejectors investiagtions, e.g. [7] or [27].
The real fluid properties were obtained by the commercial NIST REFPROP libraries [23]. The wall roughness was
set to 2 µm [39]. That value was related to the roughness declared by ejector manufacturers. The mathematical
model of [24] was enhanced to HRM optional computations. The solving procedure was set up to simulate the
fluid flow for only HEM. After the HEM results were obtained, the HRM was activated. As a result of the HRM
activation, the additional User Defined Scalar (UDS) was activated [38], which was used to calculate the actual
vapour quality in Eq. (6). The relaxation time θ for the HRM computations was calculated according to Eq. (10),
which [29] presented. The convergence criterion was reached when the mass flow rate imbalance was below 1%
of the motive nozzle mass flow rate. Moreover, to reduce the computational time, the genuine procedure for the
solver initialisation was used. In consequence, the computational time was 40 minutes per case. All computations
were performed using the Institute Thermal Technology, Gliwice, Poland, computing cluster.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the ejectorPL script

3. Experimental results

The experimental data, which were used as the operating conditions for the ejectors and the measured mass
flow rates, were captured during the ejector test campaign in SINTEF Energy Research. The experimental rig was
constructed as the actual supermarket refrigeration system, which was equipped with a multi-ejector rack. The
rig was also used by [9] to map the ejector performance. A detailed description of the experimental facility can be
found in [9].

The experimental refrigeration system was rated for 70 kW at a 35◦C gas cooler temperature. In that system,
the multi-ejector module, which consisted of four vapour ejectors EJ1-EJ4, was installed. The cooling capacity of
this system was controlled by the parallel work of these ejectors. Different sizes of ejector motive nozzles were
used. EJ1 was originally designed using the [17] model (see [9]). Then the ejectors EJ2-EJ4 were scaled-up version
of the EJ1. The dimensions of the considered motive nozzles are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Dimensions of the shape of the considered motive nozzles, [9, 13, 35]

Dimension EJ1 EJ2 EJ3 EJ4
Inlet diameter, mm 3.80 3.80 3.80 3.80

Throat diameter, mm 1.00 1.41 2.00 2.83
Outlet diameter, mm 1.12 1.58 2.24 3.16
Converging angle, ◦ 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
Diverging angle, ◦ 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

The test facility was equipped with a high-quality temperature and pressure sensor. The PT1000 calibrated
thermocouples and calibrated piezoelectric elements were used for the temperature and pressure measurements,
respectively. Moreover, the Coriolis-type mass flow metres were installed in the system. The accuracy of the equip-
ment was: ±0.5×10−3 kg s−1, ± 2.5×104 Pa and ± 0.6 K, respectively. The entire experimental rig was described by
[7] in detail.

The range of operating regimes in this study was typical for the supermarket refrigeration units that are in-
stalled in Northern and Southern Europe (see [40]). The motive nozzle inlet parameters were 50 bar to 94 bar for
the pressure and 6◦C to 34◦C for the temperature. The suction nozzle operating conditions were characteristic
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for food storage purposes. For all considered cases, the suction pressure was 27-31 bar, and the temperature was
1-6◦C. A detailed list of the considered ORs is presented in Table 2. The presented operating regimes are listed
from the lowest to the highest motive nozzle inlet specific enthalpy. In addition, the measured motive nozzle mass
flow rate and χ are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Operating regimes for the HEM and HRM accuracy evaluation

OR No. Motive nozzle Suction nozzle Outlet ṁM N , kg/s χ, -
p, bar t, ◦C p, bar t, ◦C p, bar

1 53.93 6.33 27.30 5.70 34.23 0.099 0.30
2 58.41 10.00 27.82 4.56 34.83 0.103 0.07
3 47.82 9.79 27.93 8.49 31.89 0.172 0.08
4 59.30 17.67 28.49 5.42 33.87 0.041 0.15
5 58.43 17.69 28.45 1.98 31.01 0.040 0.33
6 61.79 20.27 29.93 3.58 33.87 0.072 0.26
7 64.79 22.09 28.01 2.48 33.77 0.037 0.22
8 66.62 22.38 27.87 1.78 32.88 0.072 0.31
9 66.51 22.41 28.21 2.21 34.85 0.072 0.19

10 75.10 23.70 32.01 5.98 37.34 0.047 0.28
11 80.62 26.25 31.58 5.34 38.48 0.089 0.28
12 87.86 28.40 31.55 5.51 38.29 0.097 0.33
13 78.45 28.56 31.72 5.71 38.28 0.073 0.36
14 75.79 28.07 28.17 2.58 36.80 0.089 0.28
15 91.91 30.98 31.41 5.28 38.24 0.095 0.35
16 76.56 28.34 27.33 0.86 32.87 0.067 0.42
17 86.04 31.33 27.32 0.46 32.90 0.079 0.42
18 94.46 35.28 27.21 2.60 32.85 0.084 0.42

4. HEM and HRM accuracy

The numerical analysis was performed for the HEM and HRM models. The relaxation time in the HRM was
calculated according to the formulation proposed by [29]. The computational results were compared with the ex-
perimental data. Namely, the motive nozzle mass flow rates that were experimentally and numerically determined
were compared. A dimensionless factor called the mass entrainment ratio (χ),which was defined as the ratio be-
tween the sucked mass flow rate and the driving mass flow rate (Eq. 13), directly affects the ejector efficiency (ηE J )
), which was defined by [41]. Hence, the discrepancy between the measured and computed χ was assessed for
both two-phase flow models.

χ= ṁSN

ṁM N
(13)

As mentioned, the computational and experimental motive nozzle mass flow rates were compared. To evaluate
the discrepancy, the following definition was used:

δ=
(
1− ṁM N ,C F D

ṁM N ,E X P

)
·100 (14)

The calculated errors using the above definition are presented in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, δ for the HEM and HRM is
presented in the scale of the reduced motive nozzle inlet pressure and reduced temperature. In addition, the
discrepancy definition and the CO2 critical point are presented in that figure. The difference between the predicted
and measured χ for the ORs in Table 2 is presented in Fig. 3.

The results presented in Fig. 2 clearly show the high dependency of the model accuracy and the proximity to
the critical point. The model accuracy evaluation in Fig. 2 shows that the model fidelity decreases with decreasing
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Figure 2: HEM (green) and HRM (red) accuracy vs operating conditions in the reduced pressure and temperature scale

primary stream specific enthalpy. For the ORs such as #11 - #16, the difference between the computed and mea-
sured values was at an acceptable level, i.e., ± 10 %. Moreover, the error of χ in Fig. 3 was in the same level for
points #12 - #13. However, the predicted mass entrainment ratio for OR #14 was significantly underestimated. For
OR #14, the pressure lift (difference between the suction nozzle pressure and the outlet pressure) is much higher
than for those of operating regimes #12 - #13. A similar trend was observed for operating regime #7. Comparing
ORs #6, #7 and #8, we observe that the result accuracy was the worst for operating regime #7, which had the high-
est pressure lift. This inconsistency between the motive nozzle mass flow rate and χ error should be considered,
particularly if the model is used to evaluate the ejector performance. The results in Figs. 2 and 3 show that the
motive nozzle mass flow rate prediction and χ prediction are not directly dependent. The fidelity of the mass en-
trainment ratio prediction is related by additional uncertainty. The suction nozzle mass flow rate simulations are
also affected by the turbulence model or the the wall roughness defined in the model.

Further analysis of the ORs in Fig. 2 shows that for the ORs above the critical point, the HEM was more accurate
than the HRM. For operating regimes such as #17 or #18, the error of the HRM computations was almost two times
higher than that of the HEM approach. The fluid expansion that began from such points ended in the two-phase
flow region with negligible metastable effects. The relaxation time that was calculated using Eq. (10) is significantly
shorter than that calculated for the low-pressure ORs. Nevertheless, the relaxation time introduced in the HRM
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Figure 3: Accuracy of the χ prediction for the HEM (green) and HRM (red) model

model affects the process and results in the overestimated mass flow rate.
The simulated higher motive nozzle mass flow rates increase the model accuracy when the HRM is applied for

ORs #1, #3 a or #5. Compared to the HEM results for these points, the relaxation model increased the fidelity of
the computations by approximately 4%. An even higher increase in accuracy was noted for point #7. Moreover,
in the operating regimes where the motive nozzle inlet pressure was approximately 60 bars, the highest accuracy
improvements were recorded. The model fidelity was also improved for χ. For OR #1, the suction nozzle mass
flow rate was zero for the HEM and predicted with an acceptable error for the HRM. Nevertheless, the predicted
suction nozzle mass flow rate was 0 for the motive nozzle inlet pressure below 50 bars.

The results for ORs #11 and #13 show that the relation between the model accuracy and the inlet temperature
is stronger than that between the accuracy and the inlet pressure. The difference in pressure of these two points
is approximately 0.03 Pa, but the reduced temperature difference is below 0.001 K. Nevertheless, the notable de-
crease in model accuracy was noted for the ORs with lower temperature. Similar findings are observed for the
HEM results for ORs #13 and #14. The almost negligible change in temperature resulted in the decrease in HEM
fidelity by 0.7%. The dependence of the model accuracy on the motive nozzle inlet temperature was reported in
the literature ([26], [33] and [27]). Consequently, the data in this paper are consistent with the recent studies.

The higher mass flow rates obtained with HRM were caused by the lower vapour quality of the fluid in the
motive nozzle throat. In consequence, the density of the expanding fluid was notably higher in this ejector part.
The lower vapour quality obtained with HRM resulted from the delay of the fluid evaporation. This delay was
caused by the relaxation time (Eq. (10)). To illustrate the evaporation delay, the vapour quality profiles along the
ejector axis (from the motive nozzle throat to the mixer inlet) were calculated for HEM and HRM and shown in Figs.
4 and 5. The fluid evaporation began earlier for the HEM formulation. In the case of the HEM, the fluid evaporation
began at approximately the motive nozzle throat. For the low inlet temperature and pressure conditions, e.g., OR
#1, the evaporation began in the diverging part of the motive nozzle that was relatively far from the motive nozzle
throat. For the ORs near the critical point, e.g., OR #16, the tendency was identical to that in the previous case.
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However, in Fig. 5, the difference of the beginning of the phase change for HEM and HRM was significantly lower
than that for OR #1 in Fig. 4. Moreover, the noted vapour quality for OR #16 was significantly higher than that for
OR #1. Consequently, more vapour CO2 flowed into the mixing section. In the case of OR #16, the thermodynamic
equilibrium was reached at approximately the mixer inlet, which was similar for OR #1.
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Figure 4: Vapour quality profiles for HEM/HRM for OR #1 (left), the considered ejector part (marked in red) and the OR position with respect
to the critical point (right)
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Figure 5: Vapour quality profiles along the ejector axis for HEM/HRM for OR #16 (left), the considered ejector part (marked in red) and the OR
position with respect to the critical point (right)

As previously mentioned, the HRM vapour quality affects the computed density. In consequence, the other
flow field variables are also affected. The HRM had a slightly lower computed velocity than the HEM. The compar-
ison of the velocity magnitude fields in the motive nozzle for HEM and HRM is presented in Fig. 6. The velocity
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near the nozzle throat was almost two times lower for the HRM case. Moreover, the difference in velocity is most
significant in the diverging part of the motive nozzle. Nevertheless, the maximal velocity at the motive nozzle out-
let was almost identical for both approaches. The number of sonic waves that occurred after the motive nozzle
was identical for both models, but the predicted shapes were slightly different. The HRM results show a more
rapid change in velocity after the first wave. In consequence, the shock-wave shape was different.

HEM

HRM

0.0 77.0 154.0 235.0

Figure 6: Velocity magnitude field for HEM (top) and HRM (bottom) in the motive nozzle and mixer inlet for OR#13

In addition to the velocity fields, the pressure fields were analysed. In Fig. 7, the computed HEM and HRM
pressure fields for OR #13 in the motive nozzle diverging part and pre-mixing section were compared. Significant
differences were found in the diverging part of the motive nozzle. The expansion of the primary fluid in the HRM
approach was more rapid for the HEM computations. Moreover, the lowest pressure in the ejector, namely the
pre-mixing chamber, was noted for the equilibrium model. Consequently, the HRM had a smoother pressure
profile than the HEM. Nevertheless, the absolute pressure in crucial parts of the motive nozzle, i.e., motive nozzle
inlet, motive nozzle throat and motive nozzle outlet, was at the identical level for both modes. The predicted
area-weighted average absolute pressure at the mentioned cross-sections for both models is presented in Table
3. The difference between the HEM and HRM results at the selected cross-sections can be considered negligible.
Hence, the pressure drop that caused the suction was similar for both models. However, the HRM had higher
suction nozzle mass flow rates than the HEM. This increase is a result of the increased motive nozzle mass flow
rate. Considering the accuracy of the motive nozzle mass flow rate prediction in Fig. 2, and χ prediction in Fig. 3,
we notice that the small error of the motive nozzle mass flow rate does not necessarily result in a low χ error.
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Table 3: Area-weighted average absolute pressure at the motive nozzle cross-sections

Cross-section HEM, bar HRM, bar
Motive nozzle inlet 78.1 78.1

Motive nozzle throat 61.8 62.2
Motive nozzle outlet 33.9 33.2

HEM

HRMHRM

27.0 33.0 39.0 45.0

Figure 7: Absolute pressure field (bar) for HEM (top) and HRM (bottom) in the motive nozzle and mixer inlet for OR#13

5. Conclusions

The accuracy of two selected two-phase flow models was analysed in this paper: the homogeneous equilib-
rium model and homogeneous relaxation model. The models were analysed in terms of the operating regime
characteristic for a supermarket refrigeration system. The range of the investigated motive nozzle inlet conditions
was typical for refrigeration systems in the northern and southern parts of Europe. The motive nozzle inlet pres-
sure was 47 bar to 95 bar, and the temperature was 6◦C to 35◦C. The computed mass flow rates were compared
with the measured values to assess the model performance. The model results were considered accurate when the
discrepancy between experimental and computed values was below ±10%. The considered models were imple-
mented by the ejectorPL computational tool, which was previously used in numerous CO2 ejector analyses.

The model evaluation showed a notably strong relation between the model accuracy and the ORs. The model
accuracy tends to decrease with the decreasing pressure and temperature. The model performance was satisfac-
tory for the motive nozzle operating conditions near the refrigerant critical point. However, the model fidelity was
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poor for the motive nozzle operating regimes far below the critical point. For such conditions, the error of the sim-
ulated motive nozzle mass flow rate was significantly higher. This tendency was observed for both investigated
models.

The accuracy improvements after the HRM implementation were lower than expected. The noted fidelity in-
crease was only up to 5% for specific operating regimes. For the lowest considered motive nozzle inlet pressures
and temperatures, the increase was 3%. These results show that the relaxation time formulation should be con-
sidered in future studies. For the low-pressure and -temperature conditions, θ should be significantly longer than
the calculated value according to Eq. (10) which was introduced by [29]. However, time should be decreased to
improve the accuracy for the operating regimes above the critical point. Considering that the θ definition in [29]
was formulated for the narrow range of operating conditions in the experimental investigation in [30], the new
θ formulation should be redefined to consider the range of typical nozzle operating conditions for refrigeration
systems.

The effect of the motive nozzle mass flow errors on the predicted χ was also analysed. The highest mass en-
trainment ratio discrepancy was noted for the low-pressure and low-temperature conditions. For the lowest con-
sidered pressure, the χ equal to 0 was predicted in the HEM approach. Moreover, the analysis results show that
the satisfying accuracy of the simulated primary stream mass flow rate does not guarantee an accurate prediction
of mass entrainment ratio.

The HRM implementation resulted in the higher accuracy of the computations for the lower temperature and
pressure. The relaxation time and delayed evaporation increased the density of the expanding fluid at the motive
nozzle throat. In consequence, the motive nozzle mass flow rate increased. This modification improved the accu-
racy compared to HEM in terms of the motive nozzle mass flow rate prediction. Nevertheless, for some operating
conditions, the χ accuracy decreased after the HRM model was applied. Moreover, the HRM had lower accuracy
than the HEM for the operating regimes above the critical point

The detailed analysis of the flow profiles and flow fields shows differences between the HEM and HRM com-
putations. Because of the relaxation time introduced to HRM, the evaporation of the fluid was delayed compared
to HEM. As expected, this delay was more significant for the operating regimes far below the critical points. Thus,
for the ORs, the metastability phenomenon plays the most significant role.
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